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S(;:\-1.\IARY OF DECISION 

The Commission reverses the decision of the Sarpy County Board of Equalization which 

granted Taxpayer's protest in part, and grants Taxpayer's request for a further reduction in the 

assessed value of the subject property. 
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NATURE OF THE CASE 

NEBCO, INC. ("Taxpayer") owns certain Commercial real property located in Sarpy 

County. Nebraska. Taxpayer filed a protest with the Sarpy County Board of Equalization 

("County") alleging that the property was valued in excess of market value. By way of reliet: 

Taxpayer requested that the proposed 1998 valuation be reduced. The County granted the 

protest. in part. from which decision Taxpayer appeals. 

EVIDENCE BEFORE THE COM'.\IISSION 

The Commission took notice of the following documents as authorized by Neb. Rev. Stat. 

~77-5016 ( 1998 Cum. Supp.) without objection: the Commission's case file for this appeal: the 

I 998 .\'ebraska Assessor's Reference .'vf anuals. Volumes [ and 2: The .v!arshall & SH·ifi 

i·a!uation Sen-ice; the Nebraska Constitution: the Nebraska State Statutes: Title ..f...f.:}. .• Vebraska 

A.dministrati\·e Code (the Tax Equalization and Revie\v Commission ·s Rules and Regulations): 

three standard reference works published by the International Association of Assessing Officers: 

Proper(,· Assessment Valuation. Second Edition ( 1996): Property Appraisal and ,'4ssessment 

Administration ( 1990): and Glossary/or Proper0· Appraisal and Assessment ( 1998): the 

Property Tax Division of the Department of Revenue's 1998 Ratios and :Vteasures of Central 

Tendency which are published pursuant to Neb. Rev. Stat.~77-1327(6): the 1998 County Profiles 

for Sarpy County: the 1998 Equalization Proceedings of the Tax Equalization and Review 

Commission: the C,uform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practices. 1998 Edition: Title 

298. ,Vebraska Administrative Code (the Nebraska Real Estate Appraiser Board's Rules and 

Regulations): the Nebraska Real Estate Appraiser Board Certification Requirements: and the 



Nebraska Real Estate Appraiser Board Education Core Curriculum. 

The Commission also received certain exhibits and testimony during the course of the 

hearing. 

ISSUES BEFORE THE COMMISSION 

Neb. Rev. Stat. § 77-1502 (Reissue 1996) requires a taxpayer to identify the issues to be 

presented to the County Board of Equalization. The Commission's jurisdiction is limited to 

those issues presented to the County Board of Equalization. Neb. Rev. Stat. §77-1511 (Reissue 

1996 ). The only issue before the Commission is. therefore. Taxpayer's allegations that the 

assessed value exceeds the subject property's fair market value. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

The Commission. in determining cases. is bound to consider only that evidence \Vhich has 

been made a part of the record before it. No other information or evidence may be considered. 

Neb. Rev. Stat. §77-5016 (3) (Reissue 1996). The Commission may. howewr. evaluate the 

evidence presented utilizing its experience. technical competence. and specialized knowledge. 

Neb. Rev. Stat. §77-5016 (5) (Reissue 1996). 

From the pleadings and the evidence contained in the record before it. the Commission 

finds and determines as follows: 
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A . 
PROCEDUR.\L FINDINGS 

1. That Taxpayer is the owner of record of certain Commercial real property located in 

Sarpy County, Nebraska ("subject property"). 

2. That the Sarpy County Assessor ("Assessor") proposed valuing the subject property for 

purposes of taxation in the amount of 56,625, 120 as of January 1. 1998 (''assessment 

date"). (EI). 

3. That Taxpayer timely filed a protest of the proposed valuation .. and requested that the 

subject property be valued at less than the Assessor determined (E 1 ). 

4. That the County granted the protest in part. and determined that the assessed value of the 

subject property as of the assessment date was 55.333.560. 

5. That thereafter, the Taxpayer timely filed an appeal of the County's decision to the 

Commission. (Appeal Form). 

B. 
SUBSTANTIVE FINDINGS AND FACTUAL CONCLUSIONS 

I. That the parties stipulated that the value of the land component of the subject property to 

be $363, 726 for tax year 1998. (El). 

2. That the parties stipulated near the end of the hearing that the calculations in Exhibit #4 

prepared by Mr. Leonard at the County Board of Equalization's directions were not the 

result of comparable sales. 

3. That the subject property is located at Lot 4 and 5 in the Chalco Valley Business Park in 
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Sarpy County, Nebraska and consists of approximately 8.35 acres ofland. (E4). 

4. That the Property Record Card indicates the size of the improvement to the subject 

property to be 122,388 square feet. Further, that office space accounts for 85,023 square 

feet and 37,365 square feet is distribution warehouse space. (E4). 

5. That there were other dimensions alluded to during the hearing but the County 

measurements are supported by the evidence and are deemed to be the accurate reflection 

of the size of the subject property as of January I, I 998. No blueprints were provided to 

indicate the exact footprint of the building. 

6. That the record indicates that the subject property has multi-levels. with two floors of 

office space and the remaining area is warehouse space. 

7. That the original 65.000 square feet of the subject property was leased by IN ACOM 

CORP. from NEBCO, INC. under a ten year '"Triple Net Lease" for an annual '"base rent" 

(after addendum) of S482, 740 dated June, 25, 1996. The original lease was dated 

February 2 L 1996. (E3). 

8. That the rent per square foot for the first 65.000 square feet, based on annual rent of 

S482.740. is S7.43 per square foot. (E3). 

9. That the triple net lease requires the lessee (IN ACOM) to pay for the interior construction 

of the tenant improvements that exceed the S700,000 included in the lease. all utilities, 

taxes, maintenance, excluding replacement of the roof, and most insurance coverage. 

(E3). 

10. That the lease provides that the tenant shall have two five year renewal options. (E3 ). 

I I. That Progress West Corporation manages the subject property. 
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12. That the contract states that the construction of the subject original Butler building shall 

be done by Darland Corporation and all tenant improvements shall also be built by that 

company. (E3:9b). 

13. That the uncontroverted testimony of the Taxpayer was that the President of Pro,gress 

West Corporation, who manages the subject property, has a partnership interest in 

Darland Corporation. 

14. That testimony by Taxpayer's property manager was that NEBCO and INACOM have 

other contractual agreements for leased real property, one of which is located across the 

street from the subject property. 

15. That no evidence was adduced to indicate what the total cost of all tenant improvements 

to the subject property was as of January 1. 1998. 

16. That the uncontroverted testimony of the County was that the value of the subject 

property was determined as if the total value were attributable to the lessor which method 

ignores the fact that the lessee may have a significant ownership interest in the real 

property. 

17. That Property Assessment Valuation, 2nd Edition. page 14, defines two separate 

components to a lease. "Fee ownership remains with the landlord. who is said to have a 

leasedfee interest. The tenant is said to have a leasehold interest, which allows the 

rights of use and occupancy under conditions specified in the lease." 

IS. That in the instant case the contract states that the leasehold interest is responsible for all 

real property taxes for both its interest and the lease fee interest in the subject property. 

(E3). 
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That the lease contract contains a number of clauses, including one at page 11 of Exhibit 

3 for expansion in size with rent at S4.-J. l per square foot increased by 70% of the 

percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index. Further. since this lease specifies 

"65,000" square feet and the measurement of the completed structure reflects '' l .22.388" 

square feet. an additional 57,388 square feet of building was completed in addition to the 

original 65.000 square feet and no e\·idence was adduced to indicate what the actual 

contract rent for the area over 65,000 square feet is. (E3:E4). 

That the record is \ oid of any evidence to indicate when the additional square footage 

was added to the subject property. including the multi stories of office space. 

That the mathematical calculation using the base S4.4 l per square foot rent. as stated in 

the contract. multiplied by 57.388 square feet results in an additional rental income of 

5253:08 l. Further. for purposes of this example. no attempt \vas made to calculate the 

impact to the base S4.4! per square foot rent of the 70°0 of CPI or the factor for 

amortization for tenant finish over l O years as outlined in the Additional Construction 

clause to the lease. (E3). 

That the Taxpayer's manager testified that the additional square feet of office space did 

not activate the additional construction clause of the lease because the tenant had the 

contract for construction of the office finish. He also testified that no additional rent \Vas 

imposed on INACOM by NEBCO. The contract between INACOM and Darland 

Corporation was not made a part of the record. 

That the contract specifies that the original 65.000 square feet is just for a Butler building 

with .. No interior finish is included in this shell contract." (E3). 
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24 . That this is a unique property and the uncontroverted testimony was that some of those 

unique characteristics are: it has more finished office space than warehouse space; 

(Taxpayer's Expert testified that 65% to 70% was office space) it has a high quality of 

interior finish built to INACOM specifications; the exterior front wall is all glass; it has 

very high ceilings, approx 37 feet; it has a large presence of fiber optics; has a "super 

level floor" in warehouse: has a specialized interior crane system to handle de! icate 

computer equipment; and the office finish is of a high quality. (E4). 

25. That upon expiration of the lease agreement and any five year options, all tenant 

improvements will become the property of the landlord. (E3 ). 
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26. That uncontroverted testimony was the opinion that those tenant improvements may not 

contribute to a greater market value for the subject property upon expiration of the lease. 

27. That Taxpayer requested the County use the contract rent of S482.740 for the 65.000 

square feet of the original contract and after the June 25. l 996 addendum. If the contract 

rent is divided by the 65.000 square feet. the result is rent of S7.43 per square foot. 

28. That Taxpayer's Exhibit #8 displays two calculations for the subject property with 75.000 

square feet of office space with "potential rent" figures of S7.00 and S7.50 and 40.000 

square feet ohvarehouse space with "potential rent" of S3.25: expenses of l 5%: and a 

capitalization rate of 12.25% resulting in valuations of S4,544,897 and S4,805, l 02. No 

explanation was given for what purpose this exhibit was offered. 

29. That Taxpayer's Exhibit #6 runs the same calculation using S4.20 per square foot for the 

entire building resulting in a valuation of S3.349.694. The lease contract (E3) requires a 

minimum contract rent of S4.41 per square foot for additional space and a calculated rent 



of S7.43 per square foot for the original 65,000 square feet of building. No explanation 

was given as to why this exhibit was offered or where the S4.20 figure came from. 

30. That Taxpayer's Exhibit #9 lists rental rates that were determined after the assessment 

date of January I, 1998 and therefor are given no weight. 
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31. That Taxpayer's Expert prepared a "range of value" restricted use appraisal report for the 

subject property with an effective date of January I, 1998. (E2). The restricted use 

appraisal report is defined in US PAP Standards Rule 2-2 ( c), a portion of the "comment'' 

is: "The Restricted Use Appraisal Report is for client use only. Before entering into an 

agreement. the appraiser should establish with the client the situations where this type of 

report is to be used, and should ensure that the client understands the restricted utility of 

the Restricted Use Appraisal Report." 

32. That Taxpayer's Expert prepared a sales analysis of six sales in the Metropolitan area of 

Douglas County that sold in excess of one million dollars from June, 1996 through 

January, 1998. His conclusion is that ''the subject property would have a value in the 

range of S4.300.000 to S4,900,000 as of January L I 998". (E2). 

33. That only two of the sales used by the Taxpayer's Expert were comparable to the subject 

property and he stated those two would require significant adjustments for at least size. 

He testified that, in his opinion, there was no need for a location adjustment even though 

the comparables were located in an Industrial Park near the Omaha Airport and the 

subject is in an Industrial Park in rural Sarpy County. 

34. That in response to Commission questions, Taxpayer's Expert testified that comparable 

sales require adjustments to bring them to the subject property status with location being 
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the first in importance and quality and condition being next in importance that have 

impact on comparability characteristics. 

That Property Assessment Valuation, 2nct Edition, page I 05 defines the sales comparison 

approach and lists adjustments: "Adjustments are usually made for market conditions 

(time of sale), location, and physical characteristics. Adjustments are sometimes required 

for financing and personal property included in the sale. :vlost adjustments. in typical 

appraisal practice, are for physical characteristics." 

36. That Property Assessment Valuation, 2nd Edition. page 98 lists the elements of 

comparison (property characteristics) for improvements which include overall quality. 

age, size, amenities, functional utility, and physical condition. 

37. That from Taxpayer's Expert's sales analysis. only sale #6 has more office space (52%) 

than warehouse space ( 48%). however, the land area is larger and the building is larger 

than the subject property. (E2). 

38. That Taxpayer's Expert offered computer screens printed from the County's computer for 

his 6 comparable properties as evidence. however, no spreadsheet indicating comparable 

characteristics and necessary adjustments to support the range of values for the subject 

property was included. ( E 10). 

39. That no rental data was offered by Taxpayer's Expert, his opinion of the range of value 

was based on the six sales with the sales price per square foot range between S35.00 and 

S40.00 to determine the fair market value of the subject property. (E2). 

40. That Taxpayer's Expert completed an Income approach bssed on a Discounted Cash 

Flow Analysis using the original contract rent for 65.000 square feet at an annual rental of 



S482, 748; a Management fee of 5%; Reserves at 3%; Capitalized at 11 %; Reversion 

calculated at I 0% for remaining 8 years of contract, and results in a total value of 

S4,346,336. (E7). 

41. That Taxpayer's Expert did not articulate nor document how he accounted for the fact 

that the subject property improvement was larger than the original 65.000 square foot 

addressed in the triple net lease contract rent which formed the basis of his discounted 

cash flow analysis. 
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42. That Taxpayer's Expert testified that he began a Cost Approach Analysis. but when the 

figure reached S6.000.000. he quit as that would not find the County's value in error. 

43. That County Expert's uncontroverted testimony was that he did not do a Sales 

Comparison Analysis for the subject property for tax year l 998. Further. that the County 

relied on the Income Approach Analysis supported by the Cost Approach to determine 

values for commercial properties in Sarpy County. 

44. That County testified that they used professionally accepted mass appraisal methods in 

arriving at the fair market value of the subject property for tax year I 998. 

45. That County's Cost Approach resulted in a fair market value of S6.5 l 6.000. ( E4 ). 

46. That County's Expert testified that the Income Approach was based on "typical" market 

rents. expenses, vacancy rates and management fees determined through the use of a 

survey sent out to commercial property owners requesting information on typical rental 

rates, vacancy rates, expenses, management fees, reserves etc. 

4 7. That County's Expert testified that a Referee was assigned to the instant case. and that the 

County Board of Equalization's decision was based on the Referee's recommendation. 
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which is supported by the "Basis for Action" on Form 422, signed by the Referee. (E 1 ). 

48. That no Referee's report or documents, calculations or other support of his 

recommendations to the County Board of Equalization were offered as evidence in this 

appeal. 

49. That County's Expert testified that as a result of the County Board's action, the rental rate 

for the 85.023 square feet of office space was determined to be S7.50 per square foot: the 

warehouse rental rate was determined to be S5.50 per square foot: the vacancy rate \Vas 

5%: expense ratio was 15%; loaded capitalization rate (includes property tax rate) was 

12.00%. (E4). 

50. That the hearing was recessed for one hour for the County Expert to research his records 

for the documented process of analyzing the commercial rental survey responses and 

converting that data into the per square foot rental rates used in the appraisal for 1996 

through 1998. 

51. That after the recess and as a result of Commission questions, County's Expert testified 

that the survey results that he received \Vere predominantly from smaller commercial 

properties and that the results of the survey would perhaps be skewed upwards if applied 

to larger commercial properties. 

52. That County's Expert testified that if he considered the fact that the survey results were 

primarily based on a sample from smaller commercial properties, the appropriate market 

rent for the warehouse portion of the subject property as of January 1, 1998 would be 

S4.50 per square foot. 

53. That as a result of Commission questions. Taxpayer's Expert testified that his opinion of 
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the market rent for the warehouse portion of the subject property would be that $4.00 per 

square foot was the highest he could find in the area. 

That the lease provides that any additional space, outside building shell only, would rent 

at a minimum rental rate of S4.4 l per square foot. (E3 ). 

That "It is well established that the value of the opinion of an expert witness is no 

stronger than the facts upon \Vhich it is based." Bott01f i·. Clay Cty. Bd. 0/Equal .. 7 \ieb. 

App. 162. 167 ( 1998) 

That from the record before it. the Commission finds and determines that the County's 

determination of S7 .50 per square foot for the 85.023 square foot of office space was 

neither unreasonable nor arbitrary. 

That from the record before it. the Commission finds and determines that the County's 

determination of SS.SO per square foot of warehouse space was unreasonable and 

arbitrary because it was based on a flawed market analysis of commercial properties that 

were smaller in size than the subject property which resulted in an indicated "typical" 

market rent that was inflated. 

That from the record before it the Commission finds and determines that the appropriate 

market rental rate for the warehouse portion of the subject property as of January 1. 1998 

is S4.50 per square foot. 

That from the record before it, the Commission finds and determines that the actual or 

fair market value of the total subject property, land and improvements, as of the 

assessment date was SS ,097.126. 

That therefore the assessed value of the subject property for tax year 1998 as determined 



by the County is not supported by the evidence. 

61. That sufficient evidence has been adduced to establish that the decision of the County 

was unreasonable or arbitrary. 

62. That therefore the decision of the County must be vacated and reversed. 

ANALYSIS 
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The subject property is located in Chalco Valley Business Park in rural Sarpy County. It 

was built by NEBCO to specifications for IN ACOM. They entered into a ten-year "triple net 

lease" contract for the construction of the original 65.000 square foot building, shell only. for an 

annual rent of S482. 740. The triple net lease is defined as: "The tenant pays all taxes. insurance. 

and operating expenses such as maintenance. (repairs. alterations, replacements. improvements. 

ordinary or extraordinary repairs whether interior or exterior. and so on). The owner is not 

involved with property operations. The terms triple-net lease or net-net-net lease are often used 

for the complete net lease." Property Appraisal and Assessment Administration, page 259. The 

expenses are in addition to the basic contract rent set forth in the lease agreement. The 

significance of the contract rent. in the instant case, is that the net income is used as the basis to 

calculate the fair market value using the Income Approach to value method. Testimony from 

NEBCO was that the S700,000 interior finish cost that they furnished was included in the rental 

figures amortized over 10 years. The lessee has two five year options to renew the contract. The 

contract stated that Progress West Corporation was to be the manager of the property, 

representing both lessor and lessee. It also stated that Darland Construction Company would be 

the contractor for the construction of the Butler building and also for the interior tenant finish for 
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both the lessor and lessee under a separate contract. That contract was not offered as part of the 

evidence of the Taxpayer. No evidence was adduced to indicate what the total actual cost of the 

interior finish was. No evidence was adduced indicating what size and \Vhen the "additional" 

square feet were added nor what the rental income for that additional space was. The record 

establishes that the subject property is a unique. special use building with sophisticated computer 

technology required. The tenant is a business which monitors computer net\vork serwrs for a 

large number of companies. There are two floors of "good" quality office space. The building 

has a large quantity of fiber optics. There is a '·super level" floor and specialized indoor crane 

system that handles the delicate computers and parts. No evidence was adduced to indicate what 

part of the interior items were considered to be personal property items. and the property record 

card did not specify any special "fixtures". All these unique features make finding comparable 

sales very difficult. However. when using the Income Approach. those factors attributable to the 

real property would be included in the rent per square foot cost. 

There is a difference in "cost", "price'' and "value". 

"A comparison of the terms cost and price is useful in a discussion 

of value. Cost is the sacrifice made (in terms of money. time. or labor) 

to acquire property. Cost may be incurred in either the purchase of a 

existing property of the construction of a new property. Price is the 

amount of money given or expected in the exchange for property. 

Cost and price may be the same if the price paid equals the cost to 

produce a property. ; However, many properties are sold for a price 

that is greater than or less than the cost to produce. 



Value and price are not synonymous. Price paid is a historical fact. 

It is the amount a seller agrees to accept and a buyer agrees to pay 

for a particular property. Value is the monetary \Vorth of real estate 

or personal property to buyers and sellers. Because there are various 

values of interest to buyers and sellers, appraisers do not use the term 

value alone: instead. they add the type of value being sought to the 

term value. such as market value. use value. assessed \'alue. and so on." 

Property Assessment Valuation. 2nd Edition, page 17. 
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In the instant case. because of it's unique qualities. the cost to build may very \veil exceed 

it's fair market value in the market place. However, there is no evidence in the record of what 

the actual cost to acquire and construct the subject property was. The initial triple net lease 

executed prim to construction and accounting for the first 65,000 square feet of building does 

appear in the record. All conclusions of value have been based on that document. There is no 

evidence relating to the remaining square feet of space at all except for the clause in the original 

lease that any additional square feet would lease for a rent of S4.4 l per square foot. adjusted for a 

plus 70% of the CPI and a formula for amortizing over time. The record does not indicate when 

the additional area was added. what the cost was. or what the total cost of the tenant 

improvements were. The Progress West Corporation manager testified that no additional rent 

was received from IN ACOM for the additional office space or any other tenant improvements. 

In response to Commission questions. it was determined that NEBCO and INACOM 

have other commercial properties under similar lease arrangements. It was also determined that 

the manager of the subject property. Progress West Corporation, has a partnership interest in 
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Darland Corporation, the construction company. These facts tend to indicate that the "contract" 

rental rates agreed upon by the parties may not truly reflect "market" rental rates for the subject 

property. 

Taxpayer's Expert completed a restricted appraisal report of a range of value for the 

subject property. He stated in his letter to the Taxpayer that "this is not to be an appraisal, but 

since a value is expressed. USPAP requirements are found in the addendum. If the letter is 

considered a restricted report, it should be noted that the use is restricted to our client." 

Taxpayer's Expert did a sales analysis of six warehouse properties that sold over S 1,000.000 

\Vithin a two year period (June 3. 1996 thru January 1998). \io time adjustments were made. 

Only sale #5 and Sale #6 were comparable to the subject property. Sale #5 was 95 % warehouse 

and much smaller. Taxpayer's Expert stated that Sale #6 was the most comparable of the six 

sales. Sale #6 was larger in building size and had much larger land area, however. it had 52% 

office space and 48% \Varehouse space and was built in 1995. It sold July I, 1996 for 

S6, 735.000. It was located in an Industrial Park known as Crmvn Point near the Omaha Airport. 

Taxpayer's Expert did not believe any adjustment for location was warranted and made none. 

He did agree that there would need to be an adjustment made for the differences in size of land 

and building. He provided computer print-out sheets from the County's computer software 

programs that indicated some of the comparable characteristics of the six sales used. However, 

no spreadsheet was offered that indicated what characteristics were similar or which 

characteristics would need to be adjusted, or how much, negative or positive, to be comparable to 

the subject property. He developed a range of value of per square foot sales prices from the six 

properties that had sold and generated an opinion of a corresponding range of market values for 
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the subject property of between S4,300,000 to S4,900,000. (E2). 

In response to Commission questions, Taxpayer's Expert testified that he began a Cost 

Approach analysis but when it reached S6,000,000 he quit. He completed an Income Analysis 

using the Discounted Cash Flow Analysis in Exhibit #7. His calculations resulted in a value of 

S4,346,336. The factors he used were appropriate for the first 65,000 square feet of the subject 

property. however. no income was calculated for the additional 57.388 square feet of the subject 

property total square foot of 122,388, as it was on January l. l 998. County records show that the 

subject property has 85,023 square feet of office space, 20,023 more than the original contracted 

space. It also has an additional 37,365 square feet of warehouse space. This income calculation 

does not adequately account for the additional square feet resulting in a flawed opinion ofv·alue. 

The County's Expert testified that he did not do the calculations found in Exhibit #4, (the 

property ree0rd card) and furthermore. that the Referee employed by the County Board of 

Equalization arrived at the final value of the subject property for 1998. He also testified that the 

County did not rely on the sales comparison approach for Commercial property. For 

Commercial property the County utilizes the Income Approach to value supported by the Cost 

Approach to value. The parties offered a stipulation to the effect that the County did not use 

comparable sales in determining the value of the subject property for tax year l 998. 

County's Expert testified that he sent out survey questionnaires in l 995 to be used for 

l 996 assessments to commercial property owners requesting information on rental rates, vacancy 

rates, expense ratios. management fees etc. From the surveys that were returned he did an 

analysis to determine what the typical rental rates and other factors were for the various 

commercial occupancies. He was unable to provide a spreadsheet or any documentation of \Vhat 
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standards were used as a result of the survey, in setting the rental rates, which were still in use for 

I 998. During questioning, he testified that most of the returned surveys were from smaller 

commercial entities and warehouses than the subject property. He testified that using the smaller 

commercial properties data would tend to overstate the rental rate appropriate for larger 

commercial properties. His opinion of the fair market rent for the subject property as of January 

1. I 998 would be 54.50 per square foot. 

The data contained in the original lease establishes that the rental rate for the first 65.000 

square feet of the subject property building \vould have been 57.43 per square foot. (5482, 740 

di\·ided by 65.000) The contract under Exhibit C. Additional Construction. states the base rent at 

54.41 plus other considerations. The last paragraph of that exhibit. states that "upon Tenant's 

notice to Landlord to proceed with construction of the building addition, the tem1 of this Lease 

shall thereby automatically be rene\ved for a period of time necessary to cause the tennination or 

expiration date to be exactly ten ( I 0) years following the date the building addition is 

substantially completed: provided. however. the rent for the initial 65.000 square feet initially 

completed at the commencement of the initial term of this Lease shall be adjusted to be an 

amount equal to I ,r 12th of the annual rent equal to the product of 65.000 square feet multiplied 

by S4.4 I per square foot plus 70% of the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index from 

the date of commencement of this Lease to the last day of the 101
h year of the original tenn of the 

Lease." (Emphasis added) (E3). The record contains no information or documentation as to 

when the addition was completed. or what CPI factors would have been used to bring the lease 

contract rent from 1996 to 1998. I[ as stated. the additional 57.388 square feet were not 

considered to be an ''addition" to the subject propeny under this clause. they must be accounted 
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for. There were no records of payment, no accounting records. no receipts. no evidence of any 

kind as to what actual payments for the lease of the subject property were made for 1996 or for 

1997. The lease document found at Exhibit #3 was the only evidence provided. 

"The appraisal of real estate is not an exact science." 1'vfatter of Bock ·s Estate. 198 Neb. 

12 l,123. 251 N.W. 2d 872, 874 ( 1977) The differences in the experts opinions are due to the 

different methodologies used. The County using mass appraisal techniques relied on ··typical"' 

rents. vacancy. expenses. management and capitalization rates in detennining an opinion of value 

under the Income Approach method. Fee appraisal is specific to the data for one property and 

uses the "actual" income data as provided by the client. Both experts used very similar factors 

for vacancy. management. and capitalization rates. The large discrepancy in this case. is due to 

the lack of documented rental income for the entire subject property. The lease data was prior to 

construction; occupancy. or historical rent figures and addressed only the first 65.000 square feet. 

The fact that the tenant was responsible for paying for the construction of the additional square 

feet and interior finish in excess of the original S700.000 does not conclude that those square feet 

of finished area do not exist and are not required to be assessed for tax purposes. Because the 

lease is a "triple net'' lease. the tenant (lessee) pays all the expenses including the real property 

taxes for both the leasehold (lessee) and the lease fee (lessor). The fair market value of the 

subject property has to reflect the value of the entire area of real property to be assessed for tax 

year 1998. At assessment date there should have been at least one year's figures documenting 

what "actual" rental income from the entire property was received by the Landlord. No 

documentation for the cost of the additional square feet of space and the interior finish have been 

made a part of the record. The relationship between NEBCO. IN ACOM. Progress West 
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Corporation. and Darland Corporation may result in contract rental rates less than the typical 

market rental rates for the subject property. Using rental rates that are not representative of the 

typical market rental rates will result in an opinion of fair market value that is not accurate. The 

burden to show that the County was unreasonable and arbitrary is on the Taxpayer. In the instant 

case the Taxpayer has adduced insufficient evidence to show that the rental rate of S7.50 per 

square foot as determined by the County for the office space of the subject property is 

unreasonable and arbitrary. 

In the case of the rental rate for the warehouse space of the subject property. the Taxpayer 

provided sufficient evidence to overcome the presumption afforded the County. Both Experts 

testified that the market rent for the subject property warehouse space would be less than the 

SS.SO determined by the County. 

From the record before it. the Commission finds and determines that market rent for the 

warehouse portion of the subject property \Vith all ifs specialized features would be S...J..SO per 

square foot as of the assessment date. Therefor. the County \Vas unreasonable and arbitrary in 

setting the final equalized fair market value of the improvements of the subject property at 

S...J.,969.834 for tax year 1998. 

From all the evidence in the record before it the Commission finds and determines that 

the final equalized fair market value of the improvements of the subject property as of January L 

1998 was S4. 733.400. 
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JURISDICTION 

Jurisdiction of the Tax Equalization and Review Commission is set forth in Neb. Rev. 

Stat. §77-5007 (1998 Cum. Supp.) 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

The Commission is required by Neb. Rev. Stat. §77-1511 (Reissue 1996) to affirm the 

decision of the County unless evidence is adduced establishing that the action of the County \Vas 

unreasonable or arbitrary. Neb. Rev. Stat. §77-1511 (Reissue 1996). The Nebraska Court of 

Appeals, in interpreting this statute, has held that '"There is a presumption that a board of 

equalization has faithfully performed its official duties in making an assessment and has acted 

upon sufficient competent evidence to justify its action. That presumption remains until there is 

competent evidence to the contrary presented. and the presumption disappears when there is 

competent evidence on appeal to the contrary. From that point on. the reasonableness of the 

valuation fixed by the board of equalization becomes one of fact based upon all the evidence 

presented. The burden of showing such valuation to be unreasonable rests upon the taxpayer on 

appeal from the action of the board." Kmrnsaki Alotors v. Lancaster Ct)·. Bd. Of Equal., 7 Neb. 

App. 655 ( 1998). 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

First, from the record before it, the Commission concludes as a matter oflaw that it has 

jurisdiction over both the parties and the subject matter of this appeal. The Commission further 

concludes as a matter of law that Taxpayer has met its burden of proof as required by Kawasaki. 

supra. as to the fair market value of the warehouse component of the subject property. The 
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Commission must therefore conclude that the decision of the Sarpy County Board of 

Equalization should be vacated and reversed. 

ORDER 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED. ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows: 

l. That the decision of the Sarpy County Board of Equalization \Vhich denied Taxpayers· 

protest is vacated and reversed. 

2. That Taxpayer's Commercial real property known as Lots 4 & 5. Chalco Valley Business 

Park. Sarpy County. Nebraska. shall be valued as follows for tax year 1998: 

Land S 363.726 (94°'o) S 386.942 ( 100%) 

Improvements S4.733.400 (94%) S5.035.533 ( 100%) 

Total SS.097.126 (94%) S5.422.475 (100%) 

Calculations: 

85.023 sq. Ft. office space rent at S7.50@ = S 637,673 
37.365 sq. Ft. warehouse space rent at S4.50 ICi = 5168,142 CAP RATE 

Discount rate 10.00 Gross Economic Rent S805.815 
Less 5% vacancy S 40 290 
Gross Economic Income 5765.525 
Less 15% Expense Ratio S 114.828 

Net Operating Income (:YO!) 5650,697 

Divide NOI by Cap Rate of 
Fair market value 

12.00% 
$5,422,475 

Tax rate 2.00 
Cap rate 12.00 

Sarpy County Equalization 
Factor of .94% $5,097,126 Assessed Value 
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3. That this decision. if no appeal is filed, shall be certified to the Sarpy County Treasurer. 

and the Sarpy County Assessor, pursuant to Neb. Rev. Stat. §77-1511 (Reissue 1996). 

4. That this decision shall only be applicable to tax year 1998. 

5. That each party is to bear its own costs in this matter. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated this 7th day of July. 1999. 

.Hark P. Reynolds. Chairman 

J, , et L. Edirards. Commissioner 
{/ 
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Rob~rt L. Hans. Commissioner 




